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Motadata is an efficient log management platform designed with a view to correlate, integrate, and analyze various
understructure stacks. These stacks include Windows, Linux, BSD, VMware, Hyper-V, and Xen servers, as well as

database servers and applications. Motadata supports various advanced data visualization techniques, while also
providing you with all the necessary tools and features for networking, infrastructure, network security, and

performance analysis. Motadata's correlate-integrate-analyze philosophy, combined with the ability to integrate
with various monitoring, database, and collaboration solutions, helps you correlate, integrate, and analyze various
understructure stacks by providing you with the ability to correlate, integrate, and analyze various understructure

stacks. This means that you can have a broad spectrum of real-time security and network monitoring capabilities at
your fingertips. Motadata Installation Guide: Motadata installation process is simple, straight forward, and quick,
while it also provides you with clear step-by-step installation instructions. Furthermore, Motadata comes with all

necessary pre-built packages that allow you to easily get started, without the need to download and install
additional software. Motadata is available as a standalone product, as well as a subscription-based service. Each

service plan comes with different features and utilities. Please note that Motadata is supported in English, French,
German, Spanish, Italian, and Czech. Motadata Pricing: Motadata standalone package (up to five users) is priced at
$2,500 per year. The subscription-based plan is priced at $20 per month, per license. One license is enough for 5

users. Motadata 24/7 support is included at no additional cost. Access to the product’s user forums is also available
at no additional cost. Motadata Network: Motadata is owned by eGenix SAS, and it is powered by an advanced

security and event management platform called eGenix. Motadata is a part of eGenix, as well as of the Motadata
Network, which is a collection of different advanced IT products. Other products included in the Motadata

Network are: a) Endace: A Data Acquisition Solution, b) RABIT: An Anomaly Detection System, and c) SDB: A
Security Data Base Management System. Motadata Network Benefits: All eGenix products are designed to allow

you to correlate, integrate, and analyze information at scale
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The purpose of Motadata is to provide a unified platform that provides you with all the necessary tools and
features for managing all IT infrastructure events, while also helping you correlate, integrate and analyze a broad
range of useful understructure stacks. If you are looking for the most comprehensive and cost-efficient cloud-
based platform for monitoring, correlating, integrating, and analyzing machine data, then Motadata is exactly what
you need. With its underlying correlate-integrate-analyze philosophy, Motadata can easily pave the way for
spotting suspicious behavior on your IT infrastructure, as well as for remediation solutions by integrating of
various apps and tools via various rich machine data analytics. Complex log management from various
heterogeneous sources with meeting PCI DSS, FISMA, and HIPPA compliance standards, comprehensive
reporting, and full network monitoring capabilities are also part of Motadata's impressive repertoire. When it
comes to the later, proactive issue search is probably the best bet, in most cases. It allows you to identify systems
that are working beneath their normal rate, as well as monitor the availability and response times. Broad spectrum
of monitoring capabilities at your fingertips Some of the supported log sources are devices like firewalls, routers,
switches, servers (Windows, Linux, WMware, Hyper-v, and Xen), as well as web servers, databases, and anti-virus
apps. Furthermore, by simply dragging and dropping various data boxes, you can conveniently create interactive
reports thanks to a number of over 40 data visualization methods. It's also worth pointing out that one of the best
things about Motadata is the fact that it integrates with a broad range of monitoring, database, collaboration, and
log collection services. Accurate real-time processing, correlation and intelligent visualization of IT network and
security data For example, it integrates with the likes of JIRA, Check Point, SonicWall, Redhat, Microsoft SQL
Server, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Amazon Web Services, HipChat, Slack, PagerDuty, Tomcat, Apache,
Microsoft IIS, and Cyberoam, Jetty, Google Apps, with plans to extend this list with the addition of Cassandra,
Mongo DB, and Docker, just to name a few. To conclude, Motadata is a robust IT management platform that helps
you always stay on top of possible infrastructure problems by providing you with all the necessary info in order to
make the best-informed decision. Motadata Description: The purpose of Motadata

What's New in the?

Motadata is a powerful unified platform that provides you with all the necessary tools and features for managing
all IT infrastructure events, while also helping you correlate, integrate and analyze a broad range of useful
understructure stacks. Before we go even further, we recommend you take a quick look at the provided quick, step-
by-step installation guide. Correlate, integrate and analyze IT infrastructure data with the help of Motadata With
its underlying correlate-integrate-analyze philosophy, Motadata can easily pave the way for spotting suspicious
behavior on your IT infrastructure, as well as for remediation solutions by integrating of various apps and tools via
various rich machine data analytics. Complex log management from various heterogeneous sources with meeting
PCI DSS, FISMA, and HIPPA compliance standards, comprehensive reporting, and full network monitoring
capabilities are also part of Motadata's impressive repertoire. When it comes to the later, proactive issue search is
probably the best bet, in most cases. It allows you to identify systems that are working beneath their normal rate, as
well as monitor the availability and response times. Broad spectrum of monitoring capabilities at your fingertips
Some of the supported log sources are devices like firewalls, routers, switches, servers (Windows, Linux,
WMware, Hyper-v, and Xen), as well as web servers, databases, and anti-virus apps. Furthermore, by simply
dragging and dropping various data boxes, you can conveniently create interactive reports thanks to a number of
over 40 data visualization methods. It's also worth pointing out that one of the best things about Motadata is the
fact that it integrates with a broad range of monitoring, database, collaboration, and log collection services.
Accurate real-time processing, correlation and intelligent visualization of IT network and security data For
example, it integrates with the likes of JIRA, Check Point, SonicWall, Redhat, Microsoft SQL Server,
PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Amazon Web Services, HipChat, Slack, PagerDuty, Tomcat, Apache, Microsoft
IIS, and Cyberoam, Jetty, Google Apps, with plans to extend this list with the addition of Cassandra, Mongo DB,
and Docker, just to name a few. To conclude, Motadata is a robust IT management platform that helps you always
stay on top of possible infrastructure problems by providing you with all the necessary info in order to make the
best-informed decision. Description: Automate, monitor, and report on your production environment with
Motadata. Featuring the ability to collect metrics, analyze logs, integrate with applications and services, and
quickly create interactive dashboards, Motadata helps you quickly identify and rectify any issues in your
production environment. What would you like to see in Motadata? Ask us about your implementation
requirements in the comments below and we'
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System Requirements:

1x Xbox One 1x Xbox Wireless Controller (Console Link or Comfort Included) 1x USB A-to-C Cable (Power and
Sync Included) 1x Headset Minimum: 1GB RAM 1.2GB Hard Drive 80GB Internal Storage HDMI Cable
Windows 8.1 64-bit Recommended: 1.8GB RAM 2GB Hard Drive Windows 10 64-bit Java Version: JRE Version
6
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